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❖ Abstract Induced seismicity as generated by the injection of fluid in a homogeneous, porous medium with faults with variable proximity to

rupture conditions is simulated using rate- and state-dependent frictional fault theory (RST) of Dieterich (1994) and the critical pressure

theory (CPT) developed by Shapiro (2015). In CPT the seismicity is proportional to the pressure rate but limited by the Kaiser Effect. There is

no time delay between a change in pressure rate and change in seismicity. RST is more complex and includes a time delay between a

pressure change and the seismicity. Comparing both modelling approaches at fixed location this delay can be significant. However, it is small

where the seismicity is high and larger where it becomes small. The evolution of the total seismicity in the medium where fluid is injected with

time is thus very similar with both modelling approaches so that RST and CPT provide very similar results.

Fig. 3: Left: Seismicity evolution with CPT

ignoring the Kaiser Effect. Note that it shows

almost identical periodicity as the injection

pressure. Right: Seismicity evolution with CPT

and considering the Kaiser Effect. The early (until

15 h) and late (after 22 h) seismicity are identical

to the one shown on the left. Its appearance

between 15 and 22 h is strongly affected by the

Kaiser Effect.

Fig. 5: Comparison between the CPT and RST

results for total seismicity of the two-cycle injection

with D=0.1 m2/s and lower trigger threshold of 1

kPa after integration over the entire volume of fluid

infiltration. There are no visible differences.
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Fig. 4: Solution of Ricatti Equation (11) at distance

30 m (left) and comparison with the CPT ansatz

that includes the Kaiser Effect (right).
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